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SFCT Quick-Serve Product
Quick-Serve Product:
What is it?
A consolidated pile of containers for
a single BCO, trucker, or forwarder.
The team will deliver import containers
directly from the top of the pile, using
a dedicated top handler.

A pre-arrangement between trucking
company\shipper and SFCT whereby the
import delivery of a group of container is
coordinated to occur directly in front of
designated container stack(s).
Pick-up must be within the agreed upon
timeline, or be subject to clean-up activity.

The baseline service parameters are:
› Minimum requirement of 10 containers.
› Empty return support for dual transaction.
› Subject to agreement to pay charges prior
to the start of operations.
› Pre-arrangement of service prior to vessel
arrival (48 hours preferred).

Benefits
Containers in a consolidated pile speed
up the transaction time on the terminal,
allowing for faster turn-times for your
fleet and driver.

Target Audience
Truckers/Shippers who want to arrange a
fast pick-up service for several containers

Requirements
› Minimum of 10 containers
› Block stowage on vessel
is preferred
› Pre-arrangement with
terminal operations
› Single shift removal of pile

Request Process:
Send list of containers to our Terminal
Solutions team at TSC@apmterminals.com.
Our team will review with SFCT operations
for feasibility.
If a Quick-Serve process is approved:
› Our SFCT Operations Team will
coordinate the date of the activity.
› Payment for service will need to occur
before the date of service, payable
through our TOPS system.
› The team at SFCT will provide details
for where the drivers are to go upon
passing through the gate.

If there are any loads remaining at the end of
the agreed upon timeframe, these containers
will be subject to a $125 “clean-up” fee, which
covers the cost to move container back to
the general container stacks. This fee will be
waived should any remaining be the result of
terminal delays or challenges.
Amount of
containers

Fee per
Container

10-30

$75

31-51

$60

51-75

$45

76+

$35

